
CRITICAL REVIEW OF LEADERSHIP

The purpose of this research is to critically examine the literature on global leadership competencies and behaviors, and
present an integrative.

It does not help organisations to select effective leaders who will perform the job well to achieve
organisational goals. This process is experimental and the keywords may be updated as the learning algorithm
improves. With the rigorous research, scholars has recognised four styles of leadership behaviour: Concerned
Tasks Oriented Concerned for People empowerement and development Directive Leadership and Participative
Leadership Storey,  Avolio, B. The nature of managerial work. Being honest to everyone is the best way to
build trust among people. Introduction to Leadership: Concept and Practice. As a leader, you have to focus
and pay attention to every little thing in terms of achieving goal. Google Scholar Caldwell, B. Google Scholar
Fullan, M. Different scholars, authors and theorist concept about leadership has been discussed. Developing
school management: The way forward. Leadership in organizations: current issues and key trends. The
behaviour for one situation may be challenging for another task. Learning through leadership, leadership
through learning. The leader must create an inspiring vision, so people could agree and communicate about the
vision. Hargreaves Eds. Transformational leaders hold positive attitude towards their expectation and believe
they can do best. Research in this area holds great promise for the development of intriguing theory and
impactful policy implications, but only if empirical studies are conducted rigorously. Figure1: Traits of leader
based on Zaccaro model  The latter theory is criticized for presenting followers as ciphers without human
volition. A critical assessment of charismaticâ€” Transformational leadership research. A report by the School
Management Task Force. Selective perception: A note on the departmental affiliations of executives. At the
same time, they inspire, empower and exceed ordinary level of performance to high end. Google Scholar
Rutter, M. There is the lack of flexibility. The history, value and purpose of school effectiveness studies.
Using this article cache, we conducted a number of systematic analyses and built narrative arguments
documenting observed trends in five areas. The more power the leaders have, the more favourable situation for
leaders and vice-versa Miller,  The same holds true for the authoritarian-democratic continuum and Fiedler's
contingency model of leadership. It contributes for the improvement or organisational culture, effectiveness.
The response to the queries are exceptional due to deep thinking and better execution of their tasks Storey, 
However, Fielder believes that leadership styles are fixed. Humphrey, et al. The Journal of Continuing
Education , 35 4 , p. Getting to Scale with Good Educational Practice. They even challenge their followers to
be more creative, dynamic and innovative. London: Pitman. They have different opinions for the leadership
theories, its impact, benefit and criticism at the same time. Nonetheless, with his extraordinary leadership style
to lead the soldiers in the battle and won the war, he is considered as one of the great leader who shone upon
the world Jean-Paul,  Inspirational motivation: They have the ability to motivate and push their followers for
glory. They are more concerned with results rather than need, support and expectation of employees.


